2013 ninja

Click photos to enlarge. Our big, clean bike pics make great desktop wallpaper. The brilliant
combination adds up to all-around performance that will have you grinning inside your helmet
for miles. This is one impressive motorcycle, a bike that is equally at home carving through a
twisty backroad with the best of the sportbikes, or stretching its legs on the freeway or during a
long commute. The Ninja is blessed with ample rideability â€” an incredible blend of ability on
the street and extreme ease of operation. And for those who want the ultimate in braking
technology and performance, Kawasaki offers an ABS version. This system offers
confidence-inspiring braking action on all types of surfaces. Power comes by way of a highly
advanced inline-four â€” a 1,cc, DOHC, liquid-cooled, valve engine featuring a long-stroke
design for instantaneous power, a smooth-shifting six-speed gearbox with ideal ratios, and
no-fuss electronic fuel injection for absolutely seamless throttle response â€” warm or cold.
The four 38mm Keihin downdraft throttle bodies inject a perfect mix of fuel and air into each
combustion chamber with help from an advanced ECU, oval sub-throttles and a cool air intake
system that routes fresh air to the airbox via ducts at the front of the bike. A balance shaft
driven off the crankshaft keeps the solidly mounted engine operating smoothly, while a
beautifully styled 4-intointo-2 catalyzer-equipped exhaust system offers a pleasing growl
without being overly loud. The lightweight assembly curves over the engine, cradling it from
above and bolting solidly to it in three places, with a rubber-backed fourth mount provided for
added vibration isolation and torsional rigidity. The main frame and swingarm pivot pieces are
cast as a single unit, with welds eliminated wherever possible for seamless aesthetics. The
wheels, brakes and suspension bits that allow the Ninja to move so gracefully and swiftly are
truly state-of-the-art. Suspension is handled by a fully adjustable 41mm inverted fork up front
and a preload- and rebound-adjustable single-shock system in back, the ideal scenario for
dialing in the perfect settings for your weight and riding style. The single-shock system features
a damper mounted nearly horizontally above the swingarm for optimal mass centralization and
heat resistance. Stopping power is provided by race-spec brakes â€” mm petal-type rotors up
front squeezed by ultra-rigid radially mounted calipers fed hydraulic pressure by an equally
race-spec radial pump master cylinder. In back is another tech-savvy disc. Braking power and
feel at both ends is amazing, giving rookies, pros and everyone in between a feeling of supreme
confidence. The Ninja is also available with an optional anti-lock brake system ABS for
additional rider confidence when riding in slippery situations. The wheels working with those
brakes â€” lightweight six-spoke supersport-style units â€” are also the latest in lightweight
production technology. They not only reduce unsprung weight, which allows the suspension to
function optimally, but carry the latest in radial tire technology. The result is superb grip,
precise handling and reasonably long tread life. But easily the most stunning aspect of the Ninja
is its sleek, wraparound bodywork. Despite the edgy, rakish look, the bodywork carves a
surprisingly large hole in the atmosphere, giving riders a quiet cocoon in which to work. A
manually adjustable, 3-position windscreen helps, allowing riders to pick just the right setting
for their height and riding style. Faired-in front turn signals, a ZX-6R-spec front fender, a stylish
tail-section and a full-featured instrument panel right off the Ninja ZX-6R with custom graphics,
of course complete the look. And despite its radical look, the Ninja offers surprisingly
comfortable ergonomics. The handlebars are mounted higher than on race-oriented machines,
the pegs a touch lower, all of which makes the Ninja a capable short-haul tourer, and certainly a
sportbike you can spend the day aboard without undue strain. To sweeten the day- or
weekend-trekking deal even more, Kawasaki offers a line of optional touring-oriented
accessories, including hard-case saddlebags and top trunk, heated grips and more. But the
Ninja is a different beast â€” one with wide-ranging talent in sport, sport-touring and commuting
roles. Whether looking to move on from a supersport or super-naked ride, or step up from a
mid-size sport model, the Ninja ABS offers the performance and versatility for a fuller bike life
than ever experienced. The aggressive design gives the Ninja ABS its own distinct appearance,
yet is instantly recognisable as a Kawasaki. Supersport-style full-fairing Supersport-style
full-fairing bodywork gives the Ninja ABS a distinct, head-turning look of its own. The sleek
styling also offers a good measure of wind protection, facilitating short touring runs. The
leading edges of the fairings feature a slat-style design that directs the wind around the bike,
enabling the fairings to be slimmer in the middle. Sporty instrument panel Sporty instrument
panel features a large analogue tachometer and multi-function LCD screen. The design is based
on that of the Ninja ZX-6R, but features original font and colouring. Functions include:
speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge, odometer, clock, dual trip meters, and warning lamps.
Original-design front turn signals Original-design front turn signals mount directly to the
fairings. Turn signal units are attached to the inside of the fairing using rubber mounts to
minimise fairing damage should the bike fall over. Riding impact comes from the sensations the
rider feels. Twisting the throttle results in a strong response from all rpm, the engine pulling

strongly right to redline. Superb throttle response, power delivery with a mid-range hit make
accelerating an exhilarating experience. High-Torque Engine Tuned to deliver abundant low-and
mid-range torque, with a distinctive power kick around 7, rpm. A low crankshaft and five-degree
downward engine tilt help the engine to maintain its compact size and a secondary engine
balancer is gear-driven off the crankshaft and helps reduce engine vibration, which allows a
stiffer chassis for improved handling. To decrease engine weight and improve heat transfer, the
cylinders have linerless, chrome composite plated aluminium bores. Cool Air System With the
airbox nestled between the frame beams, intake air can be affected by engine heat. The Cool Air
system routes cool air to the airbox from ducts at the front of the side fairings, minimising
performance loss due to heated intake air. This should not be confused with Ram Air, where
force-fed air becomes pressurised in the airbox. A resonator inside the airbox reduces noise at
low rpm, and enhances intake sound at high rpm. Exhaust System The exhaust system features
a 4-intopre-chamber-into-2 layout. Silencer end-caps create a quad-style image. Thanks to the
under-engine pre-chamber, silencer volume could be kept to 3 litres each and silencer weight to
g each, greatly contributing to mass centralisation and a lower centre of gravity. A highly rigid
aluminium frame with high mass centralisation balances sharp turning and firm handling.
Supersport-style front brakes add to the high level of control. Aluminium Twin-tube Frame
Aluminium twin-tube frame design features frame beams that go over engine, allowing a narrow
construction that is easy to grip with the knees. Lightweight and highly rigid, the frame uses the
engine as a stressed member. The frame contributes to handling, offering a firm, planted
feeling, good stability and light, nimble turning. Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension Rear
suspension positions the shock unit and linkage above the swingarm. This arrangement
contributes to mass centralisation. The suspension is located far enough from the exhaust that
operation is not affected by heat. Visible from the outside, the Horizontal Back-link rear
suspension contributes to the appearance of the Ninja The rear shock features rebound and
preload adjustability. A cam-style preload adjuster facilitates making adjustments to suit 2-up
riding or luggage. This makes the calliper more rigid, which improves brake feel over a wider
range of operation. For added braking reassurance, ABS brakes are fitted standard and the
radial pump front brake master cylinder improves brake performance and feel at the lever.
Relaxed Riding Position Relatively upright position offers both control and comfort. The rider
triangle is essentially the same as that of the Z, with grips moved about 10 mm inward.
Separate, raised handlebars contribute to the sporty, comfortable riding position. The handlebar
stays are mounted to the fork tube tops, which extend above the upper triple clamp. Adjustable
Windscreen Windscreen has three available positions spanning approximately 20o and ranging
from sporty to maximum wind protection. Adjustment can be done by hand no tools required by
depressing the release button below the instrument panel. Windscreen adjustment should be
done with the bike stopped. Large-volume Fuel Tank 19 litre fuel tank offers a substantial
touring range. Dynamic fuel tank design with tall upper surface features supersport-style flared
edges with a trim shape at the rear, a shape that is easy to grip with the knees. Steel
construction facilitates the use of a magnetic tank bag. The use of a slim-type fuel pump
features a unitised fuel gauge and the fuel tank design and slim-type fuel pump minimise dead
volume inside the tank. Overall Width mm Overall Height 1, mm Wheelbase 1, mm Ground
Clearance mm 5. Seat Height mm Fuel Capacity 19 litres 4. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. Seat Height Curb Weight Overall length Overall width Overall height
About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous KTM Duke. Be the first to
comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Kate started
riding bikes a couple years ago, only to take a forced absence for a while due to injury and the
subsequent lake of confidence it caused. What better bike to get her back into riding than the
Kawasaki Ninja ? And who better to review a small, confidence-inspiring bike than someone
who was looking for exactly that? Underneath the aggressive new plastic, the biggest
mechanical change between the old around since and this an increase in stroke from Oh, and
fuel-injection, for reliable running in all conditions. The slipper clutch may sound less exciting
and possibly a bizarre inclusion on such a small, basic motorcycle, but it should be a safety aid
too, particularly given that many Ninja s find themselves being used on city streets and in a
variety of weather conditions. Imagine the benefits for ham-fisted new riders trying to gain
confidence while riding in less than ideal conditions. That clutch also gains an assist function,
dropping clutch effort by 25 percent, again a boon for new and urban riders. The frame has been
revised for increased rigidity, combining with the wider, section rear tire for a claimed increase

in rigidity. Other than that stroked motor, new clutch, the Ninja is largely identical to the bike it
replaces, except on the outside, where its looks now emulate the ZXR and ZX-6R. When I bought
my first bike a couple years back, I did so on bad advice to get something with at least cc. I was
living in Manhattan at the time, with very little knowledge of motorcycles and limited funds. So I
ended up with a old, borderline basket case. It was awful, but I was hooked. My cojones to
noodle ratio was a bit out of whack, so I soon moved up to a liter bike, before deciding to try
motocross. A freak accident on an MX track caused some serious injuries and kept me from
riding for a year. Learning to walk again was difficult enough, riding took longer. Plus, the sexy
new bodywork just looks great. It looks fast. Riding around with my man, who has a much
meaner, more powerful streetfighter, our non-rider friends always think my bike looks faster.
And the truth is, is is faster than most other bikes like it, including the Honda CBRR and the old
Ninja it replaces. There, I live on a mountain surrounded by good, twisty roads. Even my ride to
the grocery store feels like a mini TT. In corners, the light, lbs curb weight combines with the
narrow tires to make it more flick-able than most larger sport bikes. The brakes are another
story though. Having grown accustomed to the powerful dual discs of big sport bikes, I keep
longing for their stopping power and feel while riding the little Ninja. On the plus side, the need
to allow for longer braking distances has made my riding smoother. Something aided by the
slipper clutch. A feature not normally seen on smaller bikes, it makes my hamfisted downshifts
fairly seamless and prevents the rear tire from locking up. A desirable, fun, affordable little
sportsbike. Sep 12, at pm ET. By : Kate Erwin. In this Kawasaki Ninja review you'll learn why this
is a great sport bike for first time riders. Commenting Guidelines. Kawasaki Ninja ABS. Sign In
or Sign Up. Kawasaki Ninja Kawasaki Ninja specifications, pictures, reviews and rating
Kawasaki Ninja Picture credits - Kawasaki. Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this
motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third
parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject
to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact
Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. Kawasaki Ninja
Kawasaki Ninja specifications, pictures, reviews and rating. More pictures Compare with any
other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Front suspension :. Rear suspension
:. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers. Compare US
motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 13 Kawasaki Ninja discussion
group or the general Kawasaki discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of specs.
Rate motorcycles you know Rate motorcycles you know and help your fellow riders to find the
bike that is right for them. Bikez has the most users and the most extensive motorcycle rating
on the net. It includes reliability, design, engine performance, accident risk, repair cost, offroad
capabilities, racing track capabilities and touring capabilities. The ratings are also used to rank
the most popular MC models each year since The lists are adjusted weekly as new ratings are
added. You can check out the rating of the Kawasaki Ninja and compare it to other bikes here.
Rating sample for this Kawasaki bike. Value for money for the Kawasaki Ninja You can also
compare bikes. Click photos to enlarge. Our big, clean bike pics make great desktop wallpaper.
Make no mistake, it still outperformed the challengers by a significant margin on the open road,
but why simply outperform them, when you can totally dominate? The new Ninja thoroughly
dominates its lightweight sportbike competition on the performance front, and it also
significantly ups the ante for refinement, ease of use and overall practicality. Thanks to a new
digital fuel injection system, and a new F. In addition to its new long-stroke cc displacement,
other engine upgrades include: new intake ports that taper from 1mm wider at the throttle body
to. The underside of the pistons was also revised to more efficiently route cooling oil across
their surface. It also has new thicker crankshaft balancer webs to offset the new longer crank
throws, new crank journal bearings made from a stronger alloy for increased durability, new
crank cases that feature improved oil passages, a new large-volume 2. Topping-off the changes,
a new easy-to-access cartridge type spin-on oil filter helps simplify maintenance. This efficient
engine and transmission help the Ninja provide plenty of enjoyment from the initial learning
curve, all the way through advanced sport riding, track days, and club racing. Operating that
transmission is now easier than ever, thanks to a new F. Its mm front and mm rear brake rotors
are gripped by powerful two-piston hydraulic calipers. Like all Kawasaki Ninjas, the new is
equipped with high-quality components and was tuned using feedback from professional riders
at Atopolis raceway, to help ensure class-leading performance and an entertaining ride for even
the most advanced riders. The Ninja was always known as one of the best handling sportbikes
on the market. Revised tube shapes and additional gusseting also help provide better
longitudinal stiffness for better feel during extreme sport riding. Front and rear suspension

tuning has been adjusted to compliment the new, more-rigid frame. Softer spring rates provide
a more comfortable ride on rough city streets, without compromising sport handling
characteristics. The new instrument panel also features indicator lights, while the digital screen
incorporates a handy economical riding indicator ECO that illuminates to alert riders when they
are operating the Ninja in a manner that will maximize fuel economy. A natural riding position
and comfortable ergonomics combine with lightweight handling and nimble response to deliver
pure pleasure everywhere from city streets and highways, to twisty backroads and even
racetracks. Contributing to this great handling package are the new full-size, inch, spoke
wheels. Lightweight and agile, the Ninja delivers low ownership costs coupled with effortless
class-leading performance! An extensive range of Genuine Kawasaki Accessories are available
through authorized Kawasaki dealers. Our newest Ninja offers the style, performance and
technology to overshadow all bikes in its class. Race inspired clutch technology plus genuine
big bike looks and handling are underpinned by a powerful and hard pulling cc fuel-injected
engine. Make your move and make it on a Ninja Designed to overshadow all other bikes in its
class, the new Ninja offers increased performance and riding excitement, stunning new styling,
and ride quality and comfort that eclipse the class. The all-new, most-powerul-in-class, Ninja
packs the style and personality of a litre-class superbike into a learner-legal package that is
amazingly easy to ride. It is THE perfect entry level bike, delivering incredible fuel economy,
Class-leading safety features and a low seat height for added confidence. In the case of the
all-new Ninja , it means a larger-displacement cm3 engine with the power and torque to eclipse
everything in its class, racetrack-level chassis stability, and race-derived clutch technology
offering a supersport-style back-torque limiter and increased ride feel. Reduced vibration and
new heat management technology result in the high-quality ride feel and comfort level one
would expect from a much larger machine. With its large-volume bodywork, the Ninja can easily
be mistaken for a larger machine â€” an image reinforced by numerous styling cues from our
flagship Ninja models. From its aggressive new dual headlights to its sharp, minimalist tail
cowl, every surface of new Ninja was painstakingly sculpted to ensure a high level of fit and
finish, impressive silhouette and undeniable Ninja presence. Designed to outshine all other
bikes in its class, the new Ninja delivers increased performance and riding excitement, stunning
new styling, and ride quality and comfort that exceed that of the class. It also offers wide
selection of ratios to match varied riding conditions and its positive neutral finder makes it
much easier to find neutral when stopped â€” Kawasaki Air Management System KAMS uses a
special deflector to channel hot air from the back of the radiator, so that it exits the bottom of
the motorcycle, instead of being blown onto the rider â€” Low New cc Engine â€” Compact
parallel-twin design offers good mass centralization for nimble handling â€” Tuned to deliver
smooth, step-free power with excellent mid-range and high-rpm power for effective highway
performance â€” New intake ports taper from 1mm wider at the throttle body to. Liquid Cooling
with KAMS â€” Kawasaki Air Management System KAMS uses a special deflector to redirect hot
air from the radiator fan, so it exits the bottom of the motorcycle instead of being blown onto
the rider â€” Lightweight Denso radiator offers effective engine cooling with minimal space and
weight â€” Fan design uses a quiet-running motor that also saves space â€” Fins on the lower
side of the crankcase provide additional engine cooling. Six-speed Transmission with New F.
Assist Clutch â€” New F. Design also makes clutch easier to modulate and helps reduce the
effect of back-torque to reduce wheel hop when downshifting â€” Revised six-speed
transmission features a new roller-type shift drum for smoother actuation and stronger gears
for maximum durability. It also offers wide selection of ratios to match varied riding conditions
and its positive neutral finder makes it much easier to find neutral when stopped â€” Involute
splines reduce friction and backlash between gears and shafts for easier gear meshing and
smooth shifting under power. Petal-type Disc Brakes â€” Large-diameter, mm front petal disc
and a balanced action two-piston caliper offer excellent braking performance and a natural,
direct feeling at the lever â€” Two-piston caliper grips the rear mm petal disc. New High-Tech
Instrumentation â€” Large easy-to-read analog tachometer â€” Multifunction digital display
features an easy-to-read speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, digital clock and
warning lights â€” Economical riding indicator ECO illuminates to let the rider know when they
are operating the Ninja in a manner that will maximize fuel economy. New Aerodynamic
Bodywork â€” All-New bodywork features styling inspired by the Ninja ZXR superbike â€” New
floating windscreen design helps reduce turbulence and rider fatigue â€” Aggressive dual-lamp
headlight design, minimalist tail section and separate seats further enhance the aggressive
visual impact â€” Two helmet holders conveniently located under the rear seat â€” New
two-stage under-seat storage compartment can hold a U-lock or similar device and is hinged for
easy access to the tool kit located beneath the storage tray â€” Two hooks under the tail, plus
two behind the rear passenger pegs provide anchor points for securing items to the rear of the

bike. Features an optically correct 3-D curvature â€” New Fuel Tank Pad features matching
graphics and helps protect the paint on the fuel tank. A touch of personalization to enhance its
sportbike styling â€” New Engine Guards factory designed for easy installation helps reduce the
possibility of bodywork damage in case of tip over. This promotion is time limited and certain
conditions will apply. See your dealer for complete details. Offer not available on financed
purchases and cannot be combined with any other special offers. The final price is at the
discretion of the dealer. Prices and Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
The specifications mentioned here apply to and have been achieved by production models
under standard operating conditions. We intend only to give a fair description of the vehicle and
its performance capabilities but these specifications may not apply to every machine supplied
for sale. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. Equipment illustrated and specifications may vary to
meet individual markets. Available colours may vary by market. Lubrication Forced lubrication,
wet sump Transmission. Final Drive Sealed chain Primary reduction ratio 3. Brakes, front Single
mm petal disc Single balanced actuation dual-piston. Brakes, rear Single mm petal disc Caliper:
Dual-piston Dimensions. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. Youth
movement Our newest Ninja offers the style, performance and technology to overshadow all
bikes in its class. Overall width Overall height Seat height Curb weight Fuel capacity 4. About
Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over
Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and
being able to reach out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without
the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a
difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous KTM Duke. Be the first to
comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Click photos to
enlarge. Our big, clean bike pics make great desktop wallpaper. Make no mistake, it still
outperformed the challengers by a significant margin on the open road, but why simply
outperform them, when you can totally dominate? The new Ninja thoroughly dominates its
lightweight sportbike competition on the performance front, and it also significantly ups the
ante for refinement, ease of use and overall practicality. Thanks to a new digital fuel injection
system, a new F. In addition to its new long-stroke cc displacement, other engine upgrades
include: new intake ports that taper from 1mm wider at the throttle body to. The underside of the
pistons was also revised to more efficiently route cooling oil across their surface. It also has
new thicker crankshaft balancer webs to offset the new longer crank throws, new crank journal
bearings made from a stronger alloy for increased durability, new crank cases that feature
improved oil passages, a new large-volume 2. Topping-off the changes, a new easy-to-access
cartridge type spin-on oil filter helps simplify maintenance. This efficient engine and
transmission help the Ninja provide plenty of enjoyment from the initial learning curve, all the
way through advanced sport riding, track days, and club racing. Operating that transmission is
now easier than ever, thanks to a new F. This new system uses the smallest ABS unit of any
production motorcycle in the world! Its mm front and mm petal-type rear brake rotors are
gripped by powerful two-piston hydraulic calipers. Like all Kawasaki Ninjas, the new is
equipped with high-quality components and was tuned using feedback from professional riders
at Atopolis raceway, to help ensure class-leading performance and an entertaining ride for even
the most advanced riders. The Ninja was always known as one of the best handling sportbikes
on the market. Revised tube shapes and additional gusseting also help provide better
longitudinal stiffness for better feel during extreme sport riding. Front and rear suspension
tuning has been adjusted to compliment the new, more-rigid frame. Softer spring rates provide
a more comfortable ride on rough city streets, without compromising sport handling
characteristics. New bodywork inspired by the Ninja ZXR superbike, provides cutting-edge
styling, as well as effective heat management and superb aerodynamics. The new instrument
panel also features indicator lights, while the digital screen incorporates a handy economical
riding indicator ECO that illuminates to alert riders when they are operating the Ninja in a
manner that will maximize fuel economy. A natural riding position and comfortable ergonomics
combine with lightweight handling and nimble response to deliver pure pleasure everywhere
from city streets and highways, to twisty backroads and even racetracks. Contributing to this
great handling package are the new full-size, inch, spoke wheels. Lightweight and agile, the
Ninja delivers low ownership costs coupled with effortless class-leading performance! An
extensive range of Genuine Kawasaki Accessories are available through authorized Kawasaki
dealers. Our newest Ninja offers the style, performance and technology to overshadow all bikes
in its class. Race inspired clutch technology plus genuine big bike looks and handling are
underpinned by a powerful and hard pulling cc fuel-injected engine. Make your move and make
it on a Ninja ABS. Designed to overshadow all other bikes in its class, the new Ninja ABS offers
increased performance and riding excitement, stunning new styling, and ride quality and

comfort that eclipse the class. The all-new, most-powerul-in-class, Ninja ABS packs the style
and personality of a litre-class superbike into a learner-legal package that is amazingly easy to
ride. It is THE perfect entry level bike, delivering incredible fuel economy, Class-leading safety
features and a low seat height for added confidence. In the case of the all-new Ninja , it means a
larger-displacement cm3 engine with the power and torque to eclipse everything in its class,
racetrack-level chassis stability, and race-derived clutch technology offering a supersport-style
back-torque limiter and increased ride feel. Reduced vibration and new heat management
technology result in the high-quality ride feel and comfort level one would expect from a much
larger machine. With its large-volume bodywork, the Ninja can easily be mistaken for a larger
machine â€” an image reinforced by numerous styling cues from our flagship Ninja models.
From its aggressive new dual headlights to its sharp, minimalist tail cowl, every surface of new
Ninja was painstakingly sculpted to ensure a high level of fit and finish, impressive silhouette
and undeniable Ninja presence. Designed to outshine all other bikes in its class, the new Ninja
delivers increased performance and riding excitement, stunning new styling, and ride quality
and comfort that exceed that of the class. It also offers wide selection of ratios to match varied
riding conditions and its positive neutral finder makes it much easier to find neutral when
stopped â€” Kawasaki Air Management System KAMS uses a special deflector to channel hot
air from the back of the radiator, so that it exits the bottom of the motorcycle, instead of being
blown onto the rider â€” Low New cc Engine â€” Compact parallel-twin design offers good mass
centralization for nimble handling â€” Tuned to deliver smooth, step-free power with excellent
mid-range and high-rpm power for effective highway performance â€” New intake ports taper
from 1mm wider at the throttle body to. Liquid Cooling with KAMS â€” Kawasaki Air
Management System KAMS uses a special deflector to redirect hot air from the radiator fan, so
it exits the bottom of the motorcycle instead of being blown onto the rider â€” Lightweight
Denso radiator offers effective engine cooling with minimal space and weight â€” Fan design
uses a quiet-running motor that also saves space â€” Fins on the lower side of the crankcase
provide additional engine cooling. Six-speed Transmission with New F. Assist Clutch â€” New
F. Design also makes clutch easier to modulate and helps reduce the effect of back-torque to
reduce wheel hop when downshifting â€” Revised six-speed transmission features a new
roller-type shift drum for smoother actuation and stronger gears for maximum durability. It also
offers wide selection of ratios to match varied riding conditions and its positive neutral finder
makes it much easier to find neutral when stopped â€” Involute splines reduce friction and
backlash between gears and shafts for easier gear meshing and smooth shifting under power.
Made by Nissin, the entire antilock system adds less than 4. New High-Tech Instrumentation â€”
Large easy-to-read analog tachometer â€” Multifunction digital display features an easy-to-read
speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, digital clock and warning lights â€”
Economical riding indicator ECO illuminates to let the rider know when they are operating the
Ninja in a manner that will maximize fuel economy. Features an optically correct 3-D curvature
â€” New Fuel Tank Pad features matching graphics and helps protect the paint on the fuel tank.
A touch of personalization to enhance its sportbike styling â€” New Engine Guards factory
designed for easy installation helps reduce the possibility of bodywork damage in case of tip
over. Overall width: Overall height: Seat height: Curb weight: Fuel capacity: 4. The final price is
at the discretion of the dealer. Prices and Specifications are subject to change without prior
notice. This promotion is time limited and certain conditions will apply. See your dealer for
complete details. Offer not available on financed purchases and cannot be combined with any
other special offers. The specifications mentioned here apply to and have been achieved by
production models under standard operating conditions. We intend only to give a fair
description of the vehicle and its performance capabilities but these specifications may not
apply to every machine supplied for sale. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd. Equipment illustrated
and specifications may vary to meet individual markets. Available colours may vary by market.
Transmission Clutch Wet multi-disc, manual Primary reduction ratio 3. Suspension Suspension,
front 37 mm telescopic fork Suspension, rear Bottom-Link Uni-Trak with gas-charged shock and
5-way adjustable preload Brakes Brakes, front Single mm petal disc Single balanced actuation
dual-piston Brakes, rear Single mm petal disc Caliper: Dual-piston. Performance Maximum
power It is with great pleasure that Kawasaki pulls the covers off the new Kawasaki Ninja ABS,
the model that Kawasaki is confident of reclaiming the 1 position with. Featuring a larger
displacement cc engine with the power and torque to eclipse everything in its class, fuel
injection, racetrack level chassis stability, the option of ABS and a host of other upgrades, the
new Kawasaki Ninja ABS looks set to take Australia and the world by storm. RRP will be
announced upon release. Uncontested performance! Circuit-bred chassis performance â€” High
level of chassis stability from new frame â€” Wider mm rear tyre. High-quality ride feel â€”
Excellent chassis stability â€” Low vibration â€” Excellent heat management. Reduced heat â€”

Changes for improved heat management mean less heat reaches the rider: â€” Large openings
in fairing â€” Radiator fan cover. Available with latest-spec compact ABS unit â€” Specifications
on par with units used on our top-of-the-line supersport models. Advanced racing-derived
technology â€” F. Modern instrumentation â€” Analogue-style tachometer â€” Multi-function
LCD features include fuel gauge, dual trip meters, clock, Economical Riding Indicator. You must
be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. Youth movement. ABS standard. Key features:
Uncontested performance! Reduced heat â€” Changes for improved heat management mean
less heat reaches the rider: â€” Large openings in fairing â€” Radiator fan cover Available with
latest-spec compact ABS unit â€” Specifications on par with units used on our top-of-the-line
supersport models Advanced racing-derived technology â€” F. About Michael Le Pard Articles.
Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21
great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has
been incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and
members, thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide.
Thank you. Previous Kawasaki Ninja Next Kymco Compagno i. Be the first to comment Leave a
Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Click photos to enlarge. Our big,
clean bike pics make great desktop wallpaper. The brilliant combination adds up to all-around
performance that will have you grinning inside your helmet for miles. This is one impressive
motorcycle, a bike that is equally at home carving through a twisty backroad with the best of the
sportbikes, or stretching its legs on the freeway or during a long commute. The Ninja is blessed
with ample rideability â€” an incredible blend of ability on the street and extreme ease of
operation. And for those who want the ultimate in braking technology and performance,
Kawasaki offers an ABS version. This system offers confidence-inspiring braking action on all
types of surfaces. Power comes by way of a highly advanced inline-four â€” a 1,cc, DOHC,
liquid-cooled, valve engine featuring a long-stroke design for instantaneous power, a
smooth-shifting six-speed gearbox with ideal ratios, and no-fuss electronic fuel injection for
absolutely seamless throttle response â€” warm or cold. The four 38mm Keihin downdraft
throttle bodies inject a perfect mix of fuel and air into each combustion chamber with help from
an advanced ECU, oval sub-throttles and a cool air intake system that routes fresh air to the
airbox via ducts at the front of the bike. A balance shaft driven off the crankshaft keeps the
solidly mounted engine operating smoothly, while a beautifully styled 4-intointo-2
catalyzer-equipped exhaust system offers a pleasing growl without being overly loud. The
lightweight assembly curves over the engine, cradling it from above and bolting solidly to it in
three places, with a rubber-backed fourth mount provided for added vibration isolation and
torsional rigidity. The main frame and swingarm pivot pieces are cast as a single unit, with
welds eliminated wherever possible for seamless aesthetics. The wheels, brakes and
suspension bits that allow the Ninja to move so gracefully and swiftly are truly state-of-the-art.
Suspension is handled by a fully adjustable 41mm inverted fork up front and a preload- and
rebound-adjustable single-shock system in back, the ideal scenario for dialing in the perfect
settings for your weight and riding style. The single-shock system features a damper mounted
nearly horizontally above the swingarm for optimal mass centralization and heat resistance.
Stopping power is provided by race-spec brakes â€” mm petal-type rotors up front squeezed by
ultra-rigid radially mounted calipers fed hydraulic pressure by an equally race-spec radial pump
master cylinder. In back is another tech-savvy disc. Braking power and feel at both ends is
amazing, giving rookies, pros and everyone in between a feeling of supreme confidence. The
Ninja is also available with an optional anti-lock brake system ABS for additional rider
confidence when riding in slippery situations. The wheels working with those brakes â€”
lightweight six-spoke supersport-style units â€” are also the latest in lightweight production
technology. They not only reduce unsprung weight, which allows the suspension to function
optimally, but carry the latest in radial tire technology. The result is superb grip, precise
handling and reasonably long tread life. But easily the most stunning aspect of the Ninja is its
sleek, wraparound bodywork. Despite the edgy, rakish look, the bodywork carves a surprisingly
large hole in the atmosphere, giving riders a quiet cocoon in which to work. A manually
adjustable, 3-position windscreen helps, allowing riders to pick just the right setting for their
height and riding style. Faired-in front turn signals, a ZX-6R-spec front fender, a stylish
tail-section and a full-featured instrument panel right off the Ninja ZX-6R with custom graphics,
of course complete the look. And despite its radical look, the Ninja offers surprisingly
comfortable ergonomics. The handlebars are mounted higher than on race-oriented machines,
the pegs a touch lower, all of which makes the Ninja a capable short-haul tourer, and certainly a
sportbike you can spend the day aboard without undue strain. To sweeten the day- or
weekend-trekking deal even more, Kawasaki offers a line of optional touring-oriented
accessories, including hard-case saddlebags and top trunk, heated grips and more. But the

Ninja is a different beast â€” one with wide-ranging talent in sport, sport-touring and commuting
roles. Whether looking to move on from a supersport or super-naked ride, or step up from a
mid-size sport model, the Ninja offers the performance and versatility for a fuller bike life than
ever experienced. The aggressive design gives the Ninja its own distinct appearance, yet is
instantly recognisable as a Kawasaki. Supersport-style full-fairing Supersport-style full-fairing
bodywork gives the Ninja a distinct, head-turning look of its own. The sleek styling also offers a
good measure of wind protection, facilitating short touring runs. The leading edges of the
fairings feature a slat-style design that directs the wind around the bike, enabling the fairings to
be slimmer in the middle. Sporty instrument panel Sporty instrument panel features a large
analogue tachometer and multi-function LCD screen. The design is based on that of the Ninja
ZX-6R, but features original font and colouring. Functions include: speedometer, tachometer,
fuel gauge, odometer, clock, dual trip meters, and warning lamps. Original-design front turn
signals Original-design front turn signals mount directly to the fairings. Turn signal units are
attached to the inside of the fairing using rubber mounts to minimise fairing damage should the
bike fall over. Riding impact comes from the sensations the rider feels. Twisting the throttle
results in a strong response from all rpm, the engine pulling strongly right to redline. Superb
throttle response, power delivery with a mid-range hit make accelerating an exhilarating
experience. High-Torque Engine Tuned to deliver abundant low-and mid-range torque, with a
distinctive power kick around 7, rpm. A low crankshaft and five-degree downward engine tilt
help the engine to maintain its compact size and a secondary engine balancer is gear-driven off
the crankshaft and helps reduce engine vibration, which allows a stiffer chassis for improved
handling. To decrease engine weight and improve heat transfer, the cylinders have linerless,
chrome composite plated aluminium bores. Cool Air System With the airbox nestled between
the frame beams, intake air can be affected by engine heat. The Cool Air system routes cool air
to the airbox from ducts at the front of the side fairings, minimising performance loss due to
heated intake air. This should not be confused with Ram Air, where force-fed air becomes
pressurised in the airbox. A resonator inside the airbox reduces noise at low rpm, and enhances
intake sound at high rpm. Exhaust System The exhaust system features a
4-intopre-chamber-into-2 layout. Silencer end-caps create a quad-style image. Thanks to the
under-engine pre-chamber, silencer volume could be kept to 3 litres each and silencer weight to
g each, greatly contributing to mass centralisation and a lower centre of gravity. A highly rigid
aluminium frame with high mass centralisation balances sharp turning and firm handling.
Supersport-style front brakes add to the high level of control. Aluminium Twin-tube Frame
Aluminium twin-tube frame design features frame beams that go over engine, allowing a narrow
construction that is easy to grip with the knees. Lightweight and highly rigid, the frame uses the
engine as a stressed member. The frame contributes to handling, offering a firm, planted
feeling, good stability and light, nimble turning. Horizontal Back-link Rear Suspension Rear
suspension positions the shock unit and linkage above the swingarm. This arrangement
contributes to mass centralisation. The suspension is located far enough from the exhaust that
operation is not affected by heat. Visible from the outside, the Horizontal Back-link rear
suspension contributes to the appearance of the Ninja The rear shock features rebound and
preload adjustability. A cam-style preload adjuster facilitates making adjustments to suit 2-up
riding or luggage. This makes the calliper more rigid, which improves brake feel over a wider
range of operation. For added braking reassurance, ABS brakes are fitted standard and the
radial pump front brake master cylinder improves brake performance and feel at the lever.
Relaxed Riding Position Relatively upright position offers both control and comfort. The rider
triangle is essentially the same as that of the Z, with grips moved about 10 mm inward.
Separate, raised handlebars contribute to the sporty, comfortable riding position. The handlebar
stays are mounted to the fork tube tops, which extend above the upper triple clamp. Adjustable
Windscreen Windscreen has three available positions spanning approximately 20o and ranging
from sporty to maximum wind protection. Adjustment can be done by hand no tools required by
depressing the release button below the instrument panel. Windscreen adjustment should be
done with the bike stopped. Large-volume Fuel Tank 19 litre fuel tank offers a substantial
touring range. Dynamic fuel tank design with tall upper surface features supersport-style flared
edges with a trim shape at the rear, a shape that is easy to grip with the knees. Steel
construction facilitates the use of a magnetic tank bag. The use of a slim-type fuel pump
features a unitised fuel gauge and the fuel tank design and slim-type fuel pump minimise dead
volume inside the tank. Seat Height Curb Weight Overall length Overall width Overall height You
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